What Benefits Does Fortizel® Have In The Work Place?
Fortizel® can completely remove the negative effects of corporate life without having to
incur a huge price. A Price Waterhouse Coopers study has found that by 2015, if the
investment in precautionary health-related measures is not increased, global economic
output will be reduced by 3% due to chronic diseases.
Providing good working conditions means providing healthy surroundings. Promoting
healthy practices by implementing safety measures, providing a socially acceptable work
climate, and offering employees resources for addiction (e.g. nicotine or alcohol). Instilling
the habit of sufficient exercise and superior health are among the necessities for good
working conditions.
Entrepreneurs must recognize the potential Fortizel ® offers
It is estimated that only 5% of the working population know what Fortizel® is.
Every entrepreneur should inform their employees about the positive benefits of Fortizel®, a
food supplement. It optimizes performance, increases well-being and reduces sicknessrelated employee absences. Fact: For every Euro/US Dollar invested into health prevention,
entrepreneurs get three in return.
Fortizel® improves stability of top performers when taken properly and consistently
People who take Fortizel® regularly are sick less often!
Many employees are subjected to very high levels of stress and pressure in their
professions. It may result in psychosomatic disorders. You can get the most out of top
performers by keeping them armed with Fortizel®, reducing their susceptibility to critical
illnesses. Re-energize and “bounce back” with Fortizel®!
An important advice for these leaders
Entrepreneurs should lead by example, addressing their own health and well-being. As a
leader, you are called upon to inspire and motivate your team both personally and
professionally.
A highly qualified and effective worker is the most valued asset of a competitive company.
Fortizel® is like a building block to keep the health of management and staff in perfect
condition.

